Steelcase Workplace Advisor
Features & Benefits

Leading organizations know that data can help drive them forward, yet they struggle to navigate the challenges that often
come with vast amounts of “big data.” Steelcase Workplace Advisor empowers organizations to measure the effectiveness
of the workplace and improve it based on easy-to-understand, actionable data accessible through an online dashboard.
The chart below highlights the unique features and benefits of Workplace Advisor.
®

CHALLENGE

FEATURE

BENEFIT

Accurate Data

Obtain reliable data through a combination
Accurate, real-time data organizations can trust
of spatial expertise and proprietary algorithms		
that deliver trusted information and analytics		

Easily Accessible Data

Room data is stored on the Steelcase cloud
Dashboard can be accessed anytime, anywhere
platform powered by Microsoft Azure		
®

Actionable Data

Intuitive dashboard allows users to search by time
frame, location, room amenities and attributes

Provides evidence to support insights on space usage
to inform decisions about optimizing the workplace

Room and Open-plan Tracking

Passive infrared sensors detect motion and
communicate worksurface occupancy to the gateway

Data and analytics help facility and real estate
professionals understand how their spaces are being used

Scalability

Scale up or scale down based on the
Monitor an individual space or multiple campuses
organization’s needs		

Ease of Installation

Sensors and gateways are preassigned to a specific
Sensors can be installed in minutes and information
room and location, and include all materials needed
is available immediately
for installation		

Discreet Hardware

Small sensors and gateways are unobtrusive

Blends seamlessly within a space to minimize distraction

Remote Management of Hardware

Device Manager dashboard

Monitor and maintain devices from anywhere

Security

Built on Microsoft Azure

Leading-edge stability and protection of customer data
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